
Learn to Explore.

Explore to Learn.

“To nurture JCians to be morally 
upright, resilient and caring 
leaders with the passion to seek 
knowledge and the drive to excel”.

Jcians will strives to groom leaders 
with strong moral values and who will 

remain steadfast to their moral 
compass in the face of adversity and a 

world of shifting values. JCians will 
nurtures its students to be self-directed 

learners and seeks to enable them to 
develop their intellectual and human 

potential to the fullest.

School of 11th and 12th
Science and Commerce
Gujarati & English Medium

Service Provider

A Genuine Concept School
Our time at J.C. Junior College will be a 

happy and inspiring experience, a time 
and place where we all develop a real 

sense of spirit and belonging. We will be 
inertial locally and prepared to transform 

the world. We make a difference now 
and in the future. Our motto is 

Education for life.

LEARNING

EXCELLENCE

PARTNERSHIPS

BELONGING

INTEGRITY

“Everything we do is focused on 
discovering, growing and improving” 
...so we develop as
ENTERPRISING WORKERS 
DISCIPLINED LEARNERS

“We are committed to personal 
excellence”
...so we develop as PASSIONATE 
LEARNERS DEEP THINKERS

“We create a network of local, regional 
and international support to build a 
strong sense of community” 
...so we develop as 
LOCAL LEADERS GLOBAL CITIZENS

“Each person has the opportunity and 
support to succeed as a member of a 
just and equitable community” 
...so we develop as TEAM PLAYERS
CARING PARTICIPANTS

“We act with respect, dignity and fairness, 
demonstrating trustworthiness and 
responsibility” 

... so we develop as  CONTEND 
COMMUNICATORS ETHICAL INDIVIDUALS

contact: 8000080014

Head Office:
Plot No. 4, Amrakunj Society-2, Opp. Spring Valley,

Near Nehru Nagar, Urmi Road,  Vadodara-390 007 

Phone: +91 265 2354588, Email: junior@jcgroup.org

www.jcjuniorcollege.com

Educational InstitutesVadodara : Manjalpur  I  Karelibaug  I  Fatehgunj    Godhra  I  Gorwa I



INTRODUCTION

J.C. Junior College is an opportunity to 

invent and use new ways of teaching at 
th th 11  & 12 (Science/Commerce) to look at 

a school in different ways, We are working 

in the area of collaboration with tuition 

heads/tie-ups with colleges/business 

houses to give our students a real-time 

exposure. Inclusion of technology in 

classroom. Learning be it science or be it 

commerce, and through it, a sense of 

mission for achieving a developed India.

GLIMPSE  OF  J.C. GROUP

The J.C. Group of educational institutions was founded with a vision to execute and excel in the field of education. 

The institute initiated with a vision to enable students who can operate efficiently and effectively in varied 

environments.

The aim of the J.C. Group is to scale itself in the national international arena and become the choice of students.

Our J.C. Junior College - The Concept School is born and formed as an excellent out come of J.C. Group, with the aim 

of providing holistic education to children who aspire for dream careers. These schools will redefine the meaning of 

competitive education at school level.
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Creating new horizon:
To prepare each student for a responsible social life with the 

sense of commitment towards himself or herself, towards his 

or her family and towards the nation is the ultimate goal of the 

J. C. Group of education.

School of 11th and 12th
Science and Commerce

Service Provider

J.C. GROUP FRATERNITY

Shree J.C. Education and Charitable Trust

Sanskar Education Trust

S.K. Institute of
Management & Research Studies

               Pre-Primary School

Shannen School
CBSE 

 Primary-Secondary
VIP Road Unit

Shree J.C. Mahila
PTC College

A College for IT & Management

Suntech

Educational Institutions

Mahila Mahavidyalaya
Gujarat University Affiliated Granted B.A College

Shannen School
GSEB  

Primary-Secondary-High Secondary
Fatehgunj Unit

School of 11th and 12th
Science and Commerce

Service Provider



I hope your association with us will be a happy one. This prospectus is designed to introduce you to provide a flavour of our 

school. We anticipate it presents answer to the questions you may have as you prepare to join us.

Sincerely 

Sunil Dalwadi, Chairman

J.C. Group of Institutions

Sunil@jcgroup.org

CHAIRMAN’S FORWARD

Educational Institutions

Welcome to J.C. Group of junior science and commerce College 

(J.C. Junior College). “A place where you can achieve your academic 

potential and have a great time as well.” J.C. Junior College is a unique 

school with an extraordinary history, tradition and set of opportunities for 

all who come here, whether students, staff or parents. J.C. Junior College 

focuses on the students, is committed to quality in teaching and learning 

programmes, and is dedicated to continuous improvement in policies and 

procedures and systems to empower and enable the new generation for 

a l l  f o r t h  c o m i n g  v e n t u r e s  a n d  o p p o r t u n i t i e s .

Every few hundreds years ....... there occurs a sharp transformation. Within 

decades, society-its world view, its basic values, its social and political 

structures, its arts, its key institutions rearranges itself. And the people born 

then cannot imagine a world in which their grandparents lived and into 

which their own parents were born. We are currently living through such a 

transformation. And much change was required in the educational structure

and the way learning is delivered in the school. So we analysis the concern 

of parent and student which leads us to think of a concept school i.e. 

J.C. Junior College.

J.C. JUNIOR COLLEGE - OUR PRESENT AREA
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General Concerns

Student’s Concern
 Further study option 

 Personality development

 Intellectual development

 Time saving

º

º

º

º

Parental Concern
 Guidance about streams/college

 Entrance exam preparation

 Security of child

 Admission in reputed college

º

º

º
º

The purpose of this new institution is born out of following the concerns of parents as well as students.

Shree JC School 
of Science

th th 
J.C. Junior College , a school for 11  and 12 is present in the following areas and cities.

Shannen School

Fatehgunj
Shree JC School of Science & Commerce

Manjalpur

Hostel Facility Available

Shannen School

Karelibaug
CK Prajapti High School

Gorwa

Shree JC School of Science

Fatehgunj

Vadodara Godhra
“Equal 

quality

service 

at

diverse 

Locations”

JC Junior College

Godhra



Failure is not possible unless you really want to fail”. - George E. Woodberrry

OBJECTIVE OF SCHOOL

image

Our student must develop the skills and understanding that 

will enable them to become responsible, contributing citizens 

of India.

Carefully designed Concept and interim assessments make it 

possible for teachers to effectively focus instruction and 

appropriately place students in accelerated programs and/or 

support services. With frequent and systematic analysis of 

assessment results, there is a “laser-like focus” on the skills 

to be taught so that students' time is used effectively.

J.C. Junior College  which are research based, include:

The schools are structured in a manner that requires teachers 

to work in teams to plan lessons, analyze data, and develop 

strategies to increase student learning. The core features of  
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It is not the mountain we conquer but ourselves. - Sir Edmund Hillary

THE CONCEPT OF J.C. JUNIOR COLLEGE

The Pillars of J.C. Group of Concept Schools 

Model are:

•  Rigorous college preparatory curriculum.

•  Math, Science, and Commerce emphasis.

•  Personalized education.

•  Higher standards and expectations.

•  Knowledgeable and skilled staff.

•  Data-driven instruction through ongoing

    assessment of learning.

•  Increased student engagement.

•  Improved student teacher relationships.

•  Community partnership.

The Concept School is a dream, a dream 

conceived out of the vast experience of 

different educationalists. J.C. Group of 

educational institution aims at elevating the 

school to international standards. Thus is 

born J.C. GRP - and from that comes our 

J.C. Junior College - The Concept School, 

with the aim of providing holistic education 

to children who aspire for dream careers. 

These schools will redefine the meaning of 

competitive education at school level.

Such change in education was born out of the 

need to equip the students with the necessary 

skills, both academic and social, to excel in a 

rigorous college preparatory curriculum. The 

high level of success attained by schools within 

the J.C. GROUP network has proven the value 

of this recent expansion of the design of 

Concept School.

•  Direct teaching

•  Problem based learning

•  Project based learning

•  Collaborative learning

In terms of pedagogy, Concept design uses many 

proven teaching methods to maximize classroom 

learning, rather than subscribing to only one 

method. Concept believes in allowing teachers to 

teach in an environment that supports their 

successful practices and strategies, so that all the  

teacher can customize their teaching materials 

according to their particular group of students' 

needs. Teachers at Concept managed schools 

use a combination of the following instructional 

techniques:

Our clearly defined high expectations for academic 

achievement and conduct make no excuses based on the 

background of students. Through an extended school day, 

week, and year, we provide students more time in the 

classroom to acquire the academic knowledge and skills that 

will prepare them for the nation's best colleges and the world 

beyond. Through our small class sizes, we personalize 

relationships between teachers and students.
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We believe that:

All student can learn, and each student is a unique individual 

with equal potential to make positive contribution to our 

school.

01. Personalized approach                                          

02. Dual Coaching assistance

03. High standards and performance-based assessments     

04. Adaptive pedagogy

05. Knowledgeable and skilled teachers  

06. Collaborative planning and professional development

07. Authentic curriculum

08. Endure-creationSmart Classes: Integration of audiovisual

      teaching with the conventional teaching to facilitate better

      learning and conceptual understanding. 

09. Counselling:

10. Projects:
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“SPRY” THE ANNUAL FUNCTION YEAR 2012-13

Fun time 

@Picnic

Celebrating

Festivals 

Cycle Rally 

for 

Save the Ear th

Farewell

par ty

Other 

Activity 

“SPRY” THE ANNUAL FUNCTION YEAR 2011-12

Welcoming 

new faces

@ 

Fresher’s Par ty
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THE JOURNEY SO FAR : YEAR 2012-13



AWARD WINNING STARS ...
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WHAT THE LUMINARIES HAVE TO SAY
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Mr. Kirti Chauhan
Subject: Statistics

English Commerce

Mr. N.R. Patel
Subject: Physics
Gujarati Science

I find J.C. Junior College to be unique and 
charming in its own way. I am learning, 
enjoying, engaging, and discovering a 
whole new world and feel like a speck in 
this infinite universe of teaching. I enjoy 
being with the Students and therefore to 
conclude my experience J.C. Junior College
has been wonderful. 

Dr. Nina Gupta
Subject: Chemistry

English Science

"JC Junior College equips the students
with such Future Skills and Next Practices
to become not only great managers, 
entrepreneurs, Engineers, Doctors but 
also good global citizens",  Therefore we
 are here for Strong dedication and an 
incredible initiative of the management.

Mr. Jignesh Upadhyaya
Subject: Mathematics

Gujarati Science

The School has steadily gained its 
reputation in stature over the past years. 
All the campuses of J.C. Junior College 
have the infrastructure and faculty to cater
the needs of the students area wise in 
Vadodara city.Vimal P. Shah,

Subject: Chemistry
Gujarat Science

J.C. Junior College occupies an eminent 
position in the field of academic excellence 
in Baroda. It has produced students of high 
caliber who have done well in their exams 
and further career options.

We conduct quality course methods 
suiting the students needs which them 
understand the content hazel. In this way 
expertise and exclusivity can be achieved 
by J.C. Junior College.

Mr. Ankit
Subject: Physics
English Science

As a part of J.C College faculty of physics ,
it gives me great pleasure to impart 
conceptual knowledge to all students. In 
this school we over all the holistic & 
overall development  of  the students with 
systematic practice of our unique teaching 
model in physics. 

Ms.Pragna
Subject: Chemestry

Gujarati Science

ãÕYâÉäôÌí ÑâÝ ×ìÜÇä» Á ÌiÚ, ÍÓïÈç ÖÕâõ½äÇ ãÕ»âÖ Ìí 

áëÃÔë J.C. Junior College  »ë jÒâï ã×ÜÇ áë Á 
ÖïÍã^â Àë. áÚI ãÕYâÉäôáíÌçï ÑÌíÕìÞâãÌ» ÕÔÇ ÖÑ‘Ìë 
ÈëÌâ ÖïÍèÇô ãÕ»âÖ ÈÓÎ áâ½Û ÕËâÓÈä »íæ ×âÛâ Èí áë 

J.C.  Jun io r  Co l lege   Á  Ú í Ò . . . .

Ëí. 11 áÌë 12 sic Ñâï ÖëÑësÃÓ ÍDËãÈÑâ »ínÖëpÃ s»çÔÑâï 
ÃÒç×Ì ÁëÕç ÐÇâÕÕââï áâÕë  Àë. Áë Éä ÖÑÒ Ìí Ï¿âÕ ÉâÒ Àë. 
Áë Éä ÈëÑÌë áâ ÖÑÒ½âÛâ Ñâï ÚíÑÕ»ô áÌë ÕâÔ¿ÕâÌí ÖÑÒ 

ÑÛë Àë. s»çÔÑâÁ JEE áÌë NEET  ÈìÒâÓä »ÓâÕÕâÉä ÚíÕâÉä 
ÏâÛ»íÌë ÊíÅâ-ÊíÅä áíÀä ÉâÒ Àë. Áë.Öä ÁçÌäÒÓ »íÔëÁ 
½íËÓâ ÑâÓâ »âÓ»äõÊä Ìä  ÙëwÄ  s»çÔ »Úä ×»âÒ . Mr.Rajesh

Subject: Chemestry
Gujarati Science

áâÁÌâ ÐîãÈ»ÕâÊÑâï ã×ÜÇÌä ÖïsÉâáí ÑâÝ Ìë ÑâÝ Ïë»âÓí 
étÍnÌ »ÓÕâÌâ »âÓ¼âÌâáí ÁëÕä ÏÌä Ìë êÐä Àë ÈëÕâ Á 
ÖÑÒÑâï áÑâÓä Áë.Öä. ÁçÌäÒÓ s»uÔ ãÕYâÉäôáíÌâ éjÕÛ 
ÐãÕwÒ ÑâÃë ÖÈÈ ÍýÒtÌ×äÔ áÌë ã®Òâ×äÔ ÏÌä ÓÚë Àë. 
áÑâÓä s»uÔ ãÕYâÉäôÌä ÈÑâÑ Íý»âÓÌä i¿Èâáí ÊèÓ »Óä ÈëÌë 
ãÖD}äÌâ ã×¼Óí ÖÓ »ÓÕâÑâï ÖÎÛ ÓÚä Àë. ÑÌë ½Õô Àë »ë Úçï 
Áë. Öä. ÁçÌäÒÓ ÁëÕä s»èÔÌí Úçï ÖBÒ Àçï.

Mr. Mukund Mogarkar
Subject: Mathemetics

English Science

Mr.R.L. Tanna
Subject: Account

English Commerce

Earn & Learn Activity : This is an Earn while Learn Activity that present 

opportunity of showing & Developing confidence, Division Making Power &

Static Application amongst  students as well as Motivation to Earn

Education being the bases of every human 
growth. J.C. Junior College is keen on
 providing quality education  at affordable 
cost. It has a zeal for achieving all round 
goals.  Students receive ful l  t ime 
classroom instructions which enable them 
to learn better. 
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According to GSEB  in new pattern of Entrance Exams a child needs to:

Have conceptual clarity    ·  Keep his options of going abroad open   ·  Have consistent preparation for Board Exams

COMPETITIVE EXAM PREPARATION

    Jee Mains    Top 1.5 lac student will qualify      JEE Advance  

According to revise JEE pattern, it will be conducted 

in two stages:

1)  JEE MAINS      2)  JEE ADVANCE

Gujarat Level Engg. Colleges – Final Merit List will 

have 60% weight age to XII boards and 40% to 

JEE(Mains).

ELIGIBILITY : A Candidate must have passed in 

final examination of 10+2 (Class XII) or its equivalent

qualifying examination.

PAPER PATTERN : Each Paper

1. Is objective in nature

2. Will have separate sections for Physics, Chemistry

   and Mathematics 

3. Will test comprehension, reasoning and analytical

   ability of candidates

4. May have sections where incorrect answers will 

    attract negative marking.

Candidate must be in top 50 percentile in NEET.

Minimum 17 yrs at the time of admission.

Maximum three attempts.

RANK USAGE OF NEET

National Rank - For admission to all NEET affiliated  

MBBS colleges in India.(15% of total seats).

State Rank – For admission to any affiliated college 

in the state.

ELIGIBILITY : XII Academic Eligibility (Minimum 

percentage):50% for General category student & 40% 

for SC/ST/OBC category student in Physics, 

Chemistry, and Biology taken together (i.e. aggregate).

Students must  pass Physics, Chemistry, Biology and 

English subjects individually.

PAPER PATTERN :

- Single Paper - Questions will be given from Physics,

Chemistry and Biology - 180 Questions - 4options 

with a single correct answer.

Our courses address the above needs appropriately. At J.C junior colleges a student prepares for boards, Competitive Examinations 

and develops a good resume for Education Abroad through various extra-curricular activities and project works. This makes learning

@ J.C very holistic and makes our approach unique, giving our students an edge over the rest.

·  Best faculty with years of experience in Engineering domain         

   duly trained as per the new JEE pattern ·  Topic-wise tests after completion of each topic followed by            
·  Excellent & Comprehensive Study Material considered as per                 revision lectures
   the specific revised JEE exam pattern

·  Opportunity to compete with top rankers from the most                
·  Rigorous testing and assessment system with detailed                

    reputed schools who currently studying with us   performance analysis as per the JEE paper pattern

·  Special sessions on effective time management & stress           ·  Completely Student-centric approach with regular feedback       
   management

   system

Benefits of MED - IIT

It has been seen with school students of secondary and higher secondary, that their studies are 
restricted to text books and they don't opt for studying anything that gives them holistic view and 
knowledge of the subject area. Though being skilled, this restricts the student from qualifying in 
competitive exams. So with a vision to fill the lacuna present in educational system and make the 
students efficient enough to face the modern competitive world, we conduct MED-IIT as the solutions 
to above problems. Aim: The aim of CRACK is to enhance students with professional 

skills of CA, CS & CWA competitive entrance test preparation while 
th ththey are studying in their 11  & 12 .

Objective: CRACK believes in delivering knowledge solutions

with respect to a career driven approach of learning. At 

J.C. Junior College we focus on shaping students to become 

world-class professionals enabling them to choose from a range of 

career options that are available. 

CRACK prescribes performance based sessions divided in 

modules regularly upgraded to suit the standards of the Institute 

of Chartered Accountants of India (ICAI), ICSI and ICWAI. 

..................................................

......................................................

They can either adopt public practice or join a public or private organization. 

CRACK gives them the advantage to specialize in different areas with 

concrete expertise. Institute trains students to have a strong base of 

fundamentals. We understand the need of consistent result-oriented 

education and thus provide complete and assured standards of excellence. 

J.C. Junior College conducts model examinations to boost the confidence of

 the students.

The entire course is conducted under high disciplined atmosphere. The 

Academy believes that growth, evolution and leadership are not possible in 

the absence of discipline. The motto of the Academy is to create leaders for 

tomorrow.

We Believe, "We are living in a world, where knowledge is power. We welcome

everyone in this great journey of knowledge. "
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COMPETITIVE EXAM PREPARATION

Tablet with Educational Software

CA                 CA                 

CPT          IPCC         FINALCS             CS             

Foundation     Executive    Professional

CWACWA

Foundation    Intermediate    Final

áÑâÓä ÍçÝäÌë Áë.Öä.ÁçÌäÒÓ »ínÖëpÃ s»çÔÑâï Ñç»ÕâÉä áëÌâ ÐÕäwÒ ÑâÃë 
ÏÚç ÖâÓí Õä¿âÓ »Òíô ÚíÒ ÈëÕçï Ôâ½ë Àë. áâ s»çÔÑâï áëÖ.áëÑ.áëÖ.Ìä

vÒÕsÉâ ÖâÓä Àë ÁëÌâ »âÓÇë s»çÔÑâï ÉÈä Activity,Test ÈÉâ 
ãÕYâÉäôáíÌä áâÕÕâ ÁÕâÌí ÃâæÑ ÁëÕä ÏËä ÑâãÚÈä áÑÌë ÑÛÈä 
ÓÚë Àë.  

ÚëÑâï½äÌä ÍÃëÔ 
ã¿Ýâ ÍÃëÔ Ìâ ÑËÓ  (12 ÖâÒnÖ ½çÁÓâÈä ÑâDÒÑ )

Not something we can celebrate but it was a 
good experience with JC Junior College. It has 
increased my child's confidence and learning 
appetite for subjects. My child has become 
more responsible and systematic in the school. 
Extra curricular activities also played an important 
role in boosting the morale of my ward.

Tarunlata Patel
th Bhargav Patel’s Mother -  12  commerce

áÑâÓí ÍçÝ áë» ÕØôÉä Áë.Öä.ÁçÌäÒÓ »íÔëÁÑâï áBÒâÖ »Óë Àë. áÑÌë 
áëÕç Ôâ½ë Àë »ë Áë.Öä. ÁçÌäÒÓ »íÔëÁÑâï áBÒâÖ »ÓÕâ ÑâÃë Ñç»ÕâÌí 
áÑâÓí ãÌÇôÒ ¾ÇíÁ ÑÚtÕÌí áÌë ÖâÉô» Óh¥í Àë.tÒâïÌâ ã×Ü»í 
ÍÇ ¾ÇâÁ ÑÚ ëÌÈ ç ï  À ë  ÈÉâ  á ë» ÕâkÒÑâ ï  »Úäá ëÈí  
Áë.Öä.ÁçÌäÒÓ »íÔëÁ ½íËÓâÌâ ãÕYâÉäô áí ÑâÃë ÕÓÊâÌ sÕ#Í ÖâãÏÈ 
Éæ Àë.

áãÌÔÐâæ ÍïÅ¥â
Ê×ô ÍïÅ¥âÌâ ÎâËÓ  - (12 ÖâÒnÖ ½çÁÓâÈä ÑâDÒÑ )

PARENT’S SPEAK

Fully loaded Books in Pdf format.

Software which would make the communications between Teachers 

& Students Clear. 

Students can give examination on their tablet.

Students can view all updates related to study material & College 

Administration at one click.

A 24 X 7 study support system that includes whatever you need

Parents can also see students progress and students class room 

video after login*. (optional)

[

[

[

[

[

[

[

stStudents of 21  century must be techno 

savvy, Hence we prepare our students to 

meet this challenge. We at JC Junior 

understand this need & offer our students, 

free of cost education software based 

TABLET & Complete services /counseling 

to all our students .

JEE PATTERN
Joint Entrance Exams

NEET PATTERN
National Eligibility cum Entrance Test



THE J.C. JUNIOR COLLEGE DIFFERENCE
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“I” Persona - Soft skill Module
Smart class system: 1st educational revolution of 21st century Smart class digital 
coaching: students engage themselves in to digital coaching through audio/video 
enabled classroom. Through I-believe, I-persona module we at J.C. Junior College 
get well known faculty for personality development classes along with competitive 
exam coaching.

Security of Students
Through SMS facility, web cam facility & transportation at door step facility we 
assure your child is safe and secure at our school.

Entrance Exam Preparation
Through well-known institutes we prepare students for their competitive entrance 
examination right from 2nd semester. This helps students to score well and enter 
into good colleges after 12th grade.

Regular Career Guidance and Student/Parent Counseling
We provide educational fairs, workshops and career guidance seminars to the 
students by experienced and most prominent faculties of different universities 
along with individual counseling for students and parents for career related 
options and possibilities.

Here the students do not have to go to various 
tuition classes after the school as we have partnered

 with the most prominent tuition head location wise who 
come under one roof and teach the students, these tuition 

heads have years of experience and provide the best coaching to the students.

Combination of Tuition and School

Modern Web Portal Digital Learning
Through J.C. Junior College web portal parents can 

monitor and keep track of their child's academic & overall 
progress. Students can now go through question paper banks 

given by faculties along with lecture videos at students login address. 
The website for it is www.jcjuniorcollege.com.

Study Material by Experience Faculty
In depth study material which is updated regularly is 

given to the students by well experienced  faculty members. 

Extra Curricular activities
- Talent showcase
- Organizing school events.
- Interschool events such as quizzes, debate, extempore etc.
- Annual Day - Picnic - Field trips

Facility :
24/7 Library Facility

Canteen Facility
Transportation Facility

Hostel Facility for girls’ boys’
Regular parents teacher’s meeting

annual day- picnic- field trips
seminars and workshops

Students Kit
Unlike any other regular welcome package provided to 

students with basic information about the school and their 
curriculum. We, at JC Junior college provide an overall Student 

development kit which includes an assessment test to check how a student 
has changed when he joined JC Junior College after he leaves the school.

Industrial Visit
To insert the real life Experience to the Literal intelligence of Students at the age 
where curiosity to learn is paramount. We arrange different industrial visits for them
covering all broad range of areas of Knowledge.

Structured Test System
We follow a Structured test system at our all the locations and these tests are 
conducted on weekly basis depending on the topic or the entire chapter when it gets 
completed. A regular individual students test record is maintained as well sent to 
the parents to keep a check on the student’s academic progress.

Ms. Anita Shetty
Principal of 

Shannen School GSEB 

Ms. Shobha Dixit

Shannen School Guj. Med.
Principal of 

Mr. Ketan Shah
Administrator 

Mr. Vishwash Mehta
Educator

Mr. Shailesh Gupta
Subject: Mathematics

Mr. Nirmal Tandon

Shannen School CBSE

Principal of 

As an educator & being head 
of J.C Junior Academics team 
it is my moral & professional 
responsibility to teach students 
in a stress free environment to 
enhance their conceptual 
clarity. At J.C Junior, we have 
s tanda rd i zed  educa t i on  
delivery method, which ensures 
perfect & consistent coaching  
by each of our faculty members. 

All head’s saying :

I believe very strongly that 
Higher Secondary education 
is the foundation of a student's 
fu ture  in  any  d isc ip l ine.  
Keeping this in mind, every 
faculty in our team with a 
diversified experience impart 
the best of his/her knowledge 
and experience to the students 
to make them successful in their 
future career.

In my mind, JC Junior College 
has emerged as a front runner 
towards a need, to impart the 
knowledge and skill sets that 
will enable the "GEN-NEXT" to 
become successful Business 
Leaders and responsible 
Global Citizens, who will duly 
play their part in re-defining 
India.

It has been an outstanding 
experience working with J.C. 
Junior College as they are 
commi t t ed  to  make  a  
difference in learning by 
choosing the right people to 
del iver knowledge. The 
students of JC Junior College 
are aware of the environment 
around them and I have 
enjoyed teaching them.

To empower, enrich and make 
an individual independent with 
high level of confidence to face
the challenges of life - J.C. 
Junior College believes in the 
f o c u s e d  &  c u s t o m i z e d  
approach to enhance the soft 
skills of its students to make 
them self confident  and enable
 to lead the society.

It is the primary responsibility 
of the privileged few to share 
the  knowledge and the  
resources with the rest.  
Education being the basic right  
of every human being J.C. 
Junior College is keen on 
providing quality education  
at affordable cost. It has a zeal 
fo r  ach iev ing  a l l  round 
development. 

“SAVE THE EARTH” project a 6 year 

Initiative by J.C. Group

Save the earth is a 6 year long project initiative 

by J.C. Group to contribute it's bit in securing 

the right environment and help make the 

earth a better place to live. 

Learning through 

Corporate Social Responsibility



STUDENT DEVELOPMENT MODULE
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-P  rsona
Unfolding Potentials

e
A unique endeavor of J.C. Junior College.

Aim: The rationale behind this endeavor is the recognition of the multifaceted potential of the Junior College 

Students.

Objectives: The Objective of I persona is to bring about the enhancement in the personality with regard to the 

different behavioral dimensions that have far reaching significance in the direction of individual's effectiveness. 

I persona includes activities that improve awareness and identity, develop talents and potential, enhance 

quality of life and contribute to the realization of dreams and aspirations.

Following activities are included in the I persona module:

• Improving self awareness • Improving self knowledge • Dentity renewing • Giniting hidden strengths 

• Dentifying potential • Improving social abilities.

Students will have the learning experience in & out of the class room environment to develop their skills under 

the umbrella of:

• Different activities to increase their knowledge through quiz etc.

• Increasing their observation & perception power

• Nourishing their presence of mind like extempore.

We Believe, “It is possible to fly without motors, 

but not without knowledge and skill.”

At J.C. Junior College we believe that young people come to School not only to  achieve success in academic subjects but also to develop as people. Their time

at secondary school will give them opportunities to learn about themselves, their community and the wider world. Citizenship and Values Education gives our 

young people the tools to make the most of this journey.

TTalent Trial Test

3
Excelling      MINDS

Excelling the MINDS.

Aim: It is an exclusive program that will empower you with aptitude training as well as testing. A unique 

initiative by J.C. Junior College to help prepare the students for future endeavors. 

Objective: The objective of 3T is to measure the problem solving intelligence and skills through the verbal 

reasoning, numeric reasoning and spatial reasoning. 3T will guide students to prepare for competitive 

entrance exam hence helping them to get admission in the reputed college.

Highlights of 3T:
• Good score in competitive exams (Law, Banking Exams, IAS, IIT, JEE, AIEEE etc.)

• Admission to you dream college.

• Helping in measuring capabilities.

• Working out on short comings.

• Preparation starts for employment in MNC.

Outcomes of 3T:
• General awareness

• Mathematical Ability

• Reasoning Ability

• English Language.

Many Students fear these tests but 3T testing will systematically analyze and evaluate on how our students 
perform on tasks and react to different situations. Thus making them completely at ease and enabling them 
to kill competition and get selected.

The beautiful thing about 
learning is that no one can 
take it away from you. 

-Ms. Dhara Rawal

A really great talent finds its
happiness in execution.

-Ms. Shobha Dixit
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The School provides a dynamic web portal to its students where 

they can access all education content at their finger tip. 

The portal consist of 

The web portal also keeps the students updated with the latest news 

and events happening in the education field through GSEB along with 

the updates on personality development as well as competitive exam 

coaching and practice updates.

INTERACTIVE WEB PORTAL OF J.C. JUNIOR COLLEGE

QUICK FACTS

JC Junior proudly announces an international tie-up with iTEP which 

would provide a value addition. 

About iTEP
iTEP the internationally recognized English certification, is a USA 

based company, established in 2002, specialized in online English 

language proficiency assessment. 

JC Junior is the  Exclusive Partner with iTEP to set up 'iTEP 

Authorized Test Centers' across India for domestic test takers. 

This is an international collaboration that is certified, 

authenticated, and credible & tested. !  The edge in joining hands 

with iTEP will give JC Junior an International resource @ our 

premises for students' English language development and an 

international collaboration. 

iTEP & JC Junior : 

The website is dynamic which helps the students 
to keep them updated about the GSEB curriculum 
along with studies through online subject wise 
questionnaire, lecture videos and with various other 
tools & materials for the parents to monitor their 
ch i l d r en ’s  ove ra l l  academic  p rog ress .  

 

Combination of Tuition and School

Modern Web Portal Digital Learning

Study Material by Experience Faculty

Tablet with Educational Software and study material

“I” Persona - Soft skill Module

Security of Students

Entrance Exam Preparation

Regular Career Guidance and Student/Parent Counseling

Extra Curricular activities

Structured Test System

Internship

[

[

[

[

[

[

[

[

[

[

[

Ms.Priyankna Panchal
- Portal In charge

International Test of English Proficiency

• Students login: Where the students can go through 

• Extra happenings

• Online reading books

• Opportunities that school offers 

    and much more.

    • Model Question Papers

    • Notices

    • Exam Dates

    • Videos of lectures

• Where the parents can monitor the students 

    progress both academic and non academic. Parents will also 

    see students

Parents Login: 

• Exam results

• Important notices

• Parent career counseling details 

   and much more.



IMPORTANT NOTE

Students...are entitled to:
• Teaching methods and resources geared to their 

    individual needs.

• A successful and safe working environment.

• Regular assessment and marking of work. 

   Regular advice on how to improve and make 

   progress.

• Regular information on progress.

• Rewards for effort and achievement.

• Opportunities to participate in a wide range of out

   of class activities.

J.C. Junior College - 11th & 12th
Science/Commerce...are entitled to:
• Students who work hard and do their best.

• Students who support and help each other.

• Student behavior out of school which upholds 

   the good reputation of the School.

• Students who are respectful of each other and 

   of the adults who work in their education.

Parents...are entitled to:
• A school environment which emphasizes learning, 

   achievement and high standards of behavior and 

   discipline.

• Regular monitoring of their child's progress.

• Parental Consultation to discuss their child's 

   progress.

• Copies of programmes of study in all subjects on 

   request.

• A school environment which is safe for their 

   children.
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FACILITIES

Commit themselves to:
• Working hard at class work and homework and to do their best 

    at all times. 

• Supporting and helping others

• Participating in activities which take place out of School hours.

• Behaving in a responsible and courteous manner on their journey 

   to and from School, including public transport

• Accepting reasonable sanctions and punishment on those 

   occasions when they behave in a way which breaches the Behavior 

   Guidelines, either in School or on their way to and from School.

.......................................

..................................................................
........................................................

....................................

............

Commit themselves to:
• Taking an active interest in their child's learning.

• Holding regular discussions with their child about work 

   and progress.

• Providing opportunities for the completion of homework.

• Checking their child's Student Planner on a weekly basis.

• Ensuring regular and punctual attendance at School.

• Accepting the School discipline code and any reasonable 

   sanctions which may be appropriate for their child.

• Supporting the School uniform policy and ensuring that 

   children are dressed accordingly.

Commit themselves to:
• Monitoring progress on a regular basis and providing

   information to parents.

• Making parents aware of learning and behaviour

   difficulties as they arise.

• Ensuring a successful and safe working environment.

• Providing opportunities for achievement outside the

   classroom (extra curricular).

• Providing homework on a regular basis.

The Tuition Plus School Partnership is very important; parents, 

students and teachers must trust and support one-another along with

being positive and enthusiastic if students are to achieve high levels 

of success.

Class RoomClass Room Library 

Class Room Class Room Practical Lab

Practical LabPractical LabPractical Lab

Sports Ground
Sports Ground

Computer Lab

Computer LabParents Teacher Meeting Parents Teacher Meeting 



DD MM YEAR MALE FEMALE

3. Full name (in block letters) :

4. Date of birth (Please enclose certificate)          5. Sex :          6. Nationality:                      7. Religion:

Surname                                   First Name                                               Middle Name

Whether approved Part – I [To be filled up by applicant.]

APPLICATION No.

Group B (PCB)Group A (PCM)If opting Science:-

1.  Gujrati Medium 2.  English Medium

Commerce

th
11

th
12

Commerce

th11 th12

Science

th11 th12

Tick as per the option given below.

City :

District :

State :

Pin Code :

Telephone no., including mobile number, if any. 

Mobile No:

(use capital letters only)

preference of location :

Attach three Passport size photo.

1.

2.

3.

4.

(Follow Page 2 of 2 in Formation Booklet Scelion - F Location of JC Junior College)

th11 th12

Science

Name, House no., Mohalla/Street   Complete address for Correspondence  Address :8. 

Permanent Address :

code Mobile No:

TM

Educational Institution

School of 11th and 12th
Science and Commerce

Service Provider

FURTHER STUDY OPTION
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th
AFTER : 12  (H.S.C)

12th Commerce

3 Years
Hotel Management

Diploma

Air Hostess /
Flight Steward

C.A.
Foundation

B.Com BBA CS
Foundation

BCA B.Arch D.Ed.

3 Years 3 Years

2 Years

3 Years 5 Years 2 Years

MBA
(12th with Maths, English)

Call Center Air Hostes

MBA
(Marketing, 

Finance,
Materials etc.)

Bank/
Insurance

Probationary/
Development

Officer
Exam

LLB CA B.Ed ICWA Bachelor in
Library 
Science

CS Import
Export

Diploma

MCA MCM MPSC
UPSC

(Exam)
(IAS / Class-1

Officer)

Manager/
Businessman 

LLM M.Ed

Teacher
Librarian 

Software
Job

2 Years 2 Years 2 Years 1 Years 2 Years 1 Years 2 Years 1 Years 3 Years 2 Years

12th Science

4 Years 3 Years 3 Years 14 /  Years2 3 Years

M.B.B.S.

B.Pharm

OTHER
OPTIONS

PCMB - GROUP
Physics, Chemistry, Maths, Biology

14 /  Years2

14 /  Years2

14 /  Years2

- General Practitioner/Physician

- General Surgeon - Anaesthetist

- Psychiatrist -  Neurologist 

- Pediatrician - Ophthalmologist/Eye Specialist 

- Cardiologist - Pathologist 

- Gynaecologist - Obstetrician - Dermatologist

- Orthopaedist - Gastroentrologist

- Radiologist - ENT Specialist

- Tuberculosis Specialist - Venereologist

- Physiologist - Nutritionist, etc.

- Botany 

- Micro Biology

- Zoology

- Chemistry

- Home Science, etc.

- B.A. in Psychology

- OTA (Occu. Therapy Asst.)

- B.Optom (Optometry)

- Audiology

- Speech Therapy, etc.

2 Years
M.Pharm

- Bio Technology - Dairy Technology

- Forensic Science - Zoology

- Botany - Bio Chemistry - Maths

- Physics -Photonics - Nutrition & Dietetics

- Fisheries Science - Statistics - Geology

- Horticulture - Aqua Science, etc.

- Agricultural

- Floricultural

- Dairy Management,

  etc

B.Tech B.E. B.Sc. OTHER
OPTIONS

- Civil Engg. - Automobile Engg. - Biomedical  Engg. - Ceramic Engg.

- Chemical Engg. - Computer Engg. - Electrical Engg. - Electronics Engg.

- Electronics & Telecommunication Engg. 

- Electronics & Telecommunication Engg. - Environment Engg.

- Food Processing Technology - Industrial Engg. - Information Technology

- Instrumentation & Control - Irrigation & Water Management

- Marine Engg. - Mechanical Engg. - Metallurgical Engg.

- Mechatronics Engg. - Mining Engg. - Plastic Technology

- Production Engg. - Nano Technology - Power Electronics - Rubber Technology

- Textile Engg. - Genetic Engg. - Fire Engg. - Petroleum Engg. Polymer Engg

- Robotics - Software Engg. - Clinical Engg. etc.

- NDA (Indian Army/Neavy/Airforce)

- Diploma Engineering

- Aviation

- Pilot

- Merchant Neavy

  etc.

1 Years

- Maths

- Chemistry

- Physics

- Photonics

  etc.

3-4 Years 2-3 Years

4 Years 4 Years 4 Years 3 Years

B.Arch
Architectural IIT Engineering Other

Options

Agricultural

4 Years

B.Tech. B.Sc.
Optional
Courses

All Options
As per PCB

Group

3 Years

B.Sc.
Nursing

All Options
As per PCM

Group

OTHER 
OPTIONS

- Home Science

- BBA, etc.
BCA

Computer

PCM - GROUP
Physics, Chemistry, Maths

B.M.L.T.
Med. Lab Tech.

B.D.S.
Denistry

B.Sc.
Nursing

B.Sc.
Other 

Options

PCB - Group
Physics, Chemistry, Biology

B.A.M.S.
Ayurvedic 

B.H.M.S.
Homeopathic



Shree JC School of Science - Fatehgunj

Affiliated Trust : 
Uttar bhartiya Sangh 

Aadarsh Hindi Vidhyalay, Nr. Blue diamond 

Complex, Fatehgunj post office road, Fatehgunj,
Gujara, India. Ph : 0265 2486854

E-mail : junior@jcgroup.org

Shree JC Science & Commerce - Manjalpur

Affiliated Trust : 

Shree JC Education & Charitable Trust,

BIMS, Near Avdhut Society, Vishwamitri Fatak

Lalbaug Road, Manjalpur, Vadodara-390 018

Gujarat, India. Mo : 9662543552

E-mail:junior@jcgroup.org

Shannen Vidhyalay (CBSC) - Karelibaug
Affiliated Trust : 

Shree JC Education & Charitable Trust, 

Vuda Office,Near L &T Circle, VIP Main Road, 

Karelibaug, Vadodara.   Mo : +91 80000 800 

48

E-mail: junior@jcgroup.org

Opp. 

Shannen School (GSEB) - Fatehgunj

Affiliated Trust : 

Sankar Education Trust(School), 

Mahajan Society Behind Convent School, 

Fatehgunj, Vadodara-390 002. 
Gujarat, INDIA. Mo : +91 7383755858

E-mail: junior@jcgroup.org

C. K. Prajapati High School - Gorwa

Affiliated Trust : 
Chaturbhai Khodabhai Charitable Trust

 Vibhag 1,Laxmipura Road, Gorwa, 
Vadodara - 390016. Gujarat, India. 

Mo : +91 7405587459

E-mail: junior@jcgroup.org

Address of J.C. Junior Concept School

Affiliated Trust : 
Jalaram Charitable Trust 

Godhra - Ahmedabad Highway, Veganpur - Vavdi,
Gujara, India. Mo : +91 9714606775, 9687632445

E-mail : junior@jcgroup.org

Jalaram International School - Godhra


